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Episiotomy may be beneficial in reducing severe perineal tears
among forceps and vacuum deliveries
The use of episiotomy during childbirth has declined in Canada, although its benefit in
births assisted by forceps or vacuum merits reconsideration of this practice, according
to a large study published in CMAJ (Canadian Medical Association Journal).
Episiotomy is a surgical cut to the perineum intended to aid childbirth and minimize
severe tears, which could include obstetric anal sphincter injury (OASI). Severe tears
can lead to short- and long-term pain, infection, sexual problems and incontinence. In
Canada and other industrialized countries, the rate of OASI has increased by up to
15%, possibly owing to improved detection and reporting of obstetric injuries, as well as
older maternal age at first birth. The risk of OASI is highest among forceps- and
vacuum-assisted vaginal deliveries; about 18% of women in Canada were diagnosed
with OASI after a delivery with forceps or vacuum in 2017.
The study looked at trends in episiotomy use in more than 2.5 million births in Canada
between 2004 and 2017. The rate of episiotomy use declined among both spontaneous
vaginal deliveries (births without assistance of instruments) and forceps- and vacuumassisted deliveries. In spontaneous vaginal deliveries, episiotomy was associated with a
higher risk of OASI, but in assisted deliveries, the risk of injury was up to 42% lower with
episiotomy among women who had delivered vaginally for the first time.
Evidence from randomized controlled trials in the 1990s led to discontinuation of the
routine use of episiotomy among spontaneous vaginal deliveries, as it was shown to be
ineffective in protecting women from OASI and, in fact, increased pain and extended
recovery time.
The results of this study show that this practice may have been adopted in instrumentassisted deliveries as well, despite evidence showing decreased risk of OASI with
episiotomy in this group.
“Our results also show the pronounced decrease in the episiotomy rate among
operative vaginal deliveries, suggesting that the recommendation to move away from
routine episiotomy among spontaneous vaginal deliveries has been overgeneralized to
apply to all vaginal deliveries, including operative vaginal delivery, where there may be
a benefit,” says Dr. Giulia Muraca, postdoctoral fellow at the Karolinska Institutet,
Stockholm, Sweden, and the University of British Columbia, Vancouver, BC.

The study authors caution against blanket practice.
“Generalizing the episiotomy guidelines for spontaneous vaginal delivery to women with
operative vaginal delivery can cause harm, particularly in women delivering their first
child and in women having a vaginal birth after cesarean,” says Dr. Muraca.
In instrument-assisted births, especially those with forceps, episiotomy should be
considered, as it can help protect against severe perineal injury.
“Episiotomy use among vaginal deliveries and the association with anal sphincter injury:
a population-based retrospective cohort study” is published October 21, 2019.
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